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Unit 5- Survey of Specific Tests 
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We Are Here

Where Not to Start

• Tests in Print VII (a 
comprehensive bibliography of 
all tests in print) contains 
information on more than four 
thousand testing instruments
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thousand testing instruments. 
Detailed descriptions of each 
test include specific data on its 
purpose, target population, 
scoring, and pricing. Indexes of 
test titles, publishers, acronyms, 
and subject classifications are 
provided as well as notations on 
out-of-print tests.

Where to Start?
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by Roger Pierangelo, 
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Where Else to Start, EC 56504

• E.C 56504. The parent shall have the right and opportunity 
to examine all school records of his or her child and to 
receive copies pursuant to this section and to Section 49065 
within five business days after the request is made by the 
parent, either orally or in writing. The public agency shall 
comply with a request for school records without 
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unnecessary delay before any meeting regarding an 
individualized education program or any hearing pursuant to 
Section 300.121, 300.301, 300.304, or 300.507 of Title 34 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations or resolution session pursuant 
to Section 300.510 of Title 34 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations and in no case more than five business days 
after the request is made orally or in writing. (remaining 
language omitted)

• The child will be comprehensively assessed every three years, 
so obtaining this data is a good starting point.

Newport Mesa USD v CDE (2005) 
371 F. Supp. 2d 1170 

• The court evaluated whether the release of 
standardized test data to parents of special education 
students pursuant to E.C 56504 violated the copyright 
of the tests.

• Newport Mesa had been ordered to deliver the tests to 
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parents pursuant to a compliance complaint. The sued 
the CDE for declaratory relief.

• The Court found it appropriate to release this 
data under the “Fair Use” exception to copyright 
laws and balanced the interests between the 
parents and the test publishers in favor of the 
parents.  

What is Your Task?

If you are doing non-
adversarial advocacy, 
and your intent is to 
prepare for and attend 
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an IEP, then use and 
supplement  school 
data as much as 
possible.

If you are preparing 
for a hearing, then a 
more comprehensive, 
forensically valid
approach is warranted.
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Advocacy Calendar

• Annual IEP Season: Usually the end 
of the year, March to June. Those that 
do not get done go over to August, September, October.

• Christmas “Lull”: This is a good time to start planning for 
year end IEP’s, schedule “emergency” IEP’s or schedule due 
process cases.
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• Summer “Lull”: Many new parents call up at the end of the 

year angry over the last IEP. Time to interview them, read the 
file, and get ready for a remedial IEP. Good time for attorneys 
to schedule due process since school experts are away on 
vacation.

• Repeat Work: Many parents will want advocacy every year, 
so you will start to return year after year for the same child. 
Use the Christmas Lull to get ready.  

Set Office or Phone 
Scheduled Visits

• Psychologists think in terms of the 
“therapeutic hour”. 

• Simply extend this to a “consultation hour” and the model 
will work for psychologists, attorneys and lay advocates.

• I start by getting the parents to sign a release, and then get 
all the data from the school and read that first
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all the data from the school, and read that first.
• Get your initial history from the school records as it is faster 

than an interview. Start your timeline (will discuss this later)
• Embellish the history at the first visit.
• Parents like phone appointments that can be scheduled.
• Prepare for the annual or an extraordinary IEP well ahead 

of time.
• Attend the IEP at the local neighborhood schools.
• Work with attorney to testify at due process cases when 

things do not go well at the IEP.

Auto Repair Metaphor

• Your car engine has a “knocking sound” so 
you bring it to a mechanic who charges you 
hundreds of dollars to “evaluate” what is wrong.

• After several days he gives you pages of data on the 
“knocking sound”, you know how many decibels it is, the 
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exact location inside the engine in millimeters, the tonal 
quality, the frequency in hertz, the loudness at various 
distances, a rating scale as to how offensive the noise is by 
gender and by age groups, and a comparison of your knocking 
sound to other reported knocking sounds nationally.

• You ask him to fix it and he says “I can’t the car is too old 
and there are no parts, you will just have to live with it. Try 
turning the radio up louder”. 
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Educational Relevance

• The point of any evaluation is to 
have educational relevance, not just interesting 
numbers. Extend the numbers to specific, concrete 
useful educationally relevant suggestions.

• Relevance should be highly focused and not generic
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• Relevance should be highly focused and not generic 
and should be based upon scientific peer-reviewed 
methods. (“Bobby needs a highly structured 
environment” is too generic) 

• Finding remediable deficits, setting good measurable 
goals, monitoring progress, developing specific 
interventions are all relevant and very important.

Domains of Interest

• 15 Intelligence

• 3 Academic Achievement

• 23 Reading

• 26 Writing

• 6 ADHD

• 25 Visual Processing

• 7 Auditory Processing
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• 17 Math

• 20 Occupational Therapy

• 24 Speech and Language

• 11 Emotional Disturbance

• 4 Anxiety and Depression

• 19 Neuropsychology

7 ud to y ocess g

• 8 Autism

• 18 Mental Retardation

• 16 Learning Disabilities

• 9 Behavior Disorders

• 21 Personality

• 22 Psychological

15 Intelligence

12
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Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 
Intelligence Third Edition (WPPSI III)

• Pearsonasses.com

• Measure IQ in young children

• Ages 2:6 through 7:3 years

• (My Opinion: IQ is not stable
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• (My Opinion: IQ is not stable 
or that accurately measured in 
young children)

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children Fourth Edition (WISC-V)

• Pearsonasses.com

• Measures IQ in older children

• Ages 6 through 16:11 years

• Often used by schools
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• Often used by schools

Stanford-Binet Intelligence 
Scales Fifth Edition

• www.riverpub.com
• IQ Ages 2 to 85+ years 
• Enhanced nonverbal/low-verbal content that 

requires no (or minimal) verbal responses from
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requires no (or minimal) verbal responses from 
the examinee 

• Useful in assessing for LEP/ELL, deaf and 
hard of hearing, and autistic populations.

• Circumvents problems with no alternative 
form for WISC
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Block Design Example

• On the performance side of the 
WISC-IV one subtest is the “Block 
Design”.

• This test measures the child's 
ability to look at the whole first
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ability to look at the whole first, 
then break it into parts, and finally 
to reconstruct the whole.

• It measures visual abstract ability, 
spatial analysis, and abstract visual 
problem-solving 

Picture Concepts –
New to WISC-IV

• From each of two or 
three rows of objects, 
the child selects the 
objects that go together
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objects that go together 
based on an underlying concept 

• Measures fluid reasoning, perceptual 
organization, and categorization (requires 
categorical reasoning without a verbal 
response)

Matrix Reasoning – New to WISC-IV

18Measures Fluid Reasoning
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See Download Page for Quick 
Reference Guide
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Larry P v Riles Misinformation

• The seminal case on this matter is Larry P. v. Riles, 495 F. Supp. 926 
(N.D. Cal. 1979) aff’d 79 F.2d 969 (9th Cir. 1986). Black students 
filed a lawsuit challenging the use of I.Q. tests to identify and 
determine placement in EMR classes (EMR category was 
abolished in Californig in 1986).

• The court found that the use of standardized intelligence tests were 
racially and culturally biased, and issued a permanent injunction 
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against the use of such tests “for the identification of black EMR 
children or their placement into EMR classes.”

• In 1986 the parties agreed to have the injunction expanded to 
preclude the use of I.Q. tests to assess African-American students for 
any special education identification or placement.

• In Crawford v. Honig, 37 F.3d 485 (9th Cir. 1994) a group of 
African-American students challenged the 1986 modification to the 
1979 Larry P. injunction. The district court vacated the 1986 
modification, leaving the original Larry P. injunction intact. The Ninth 
Circuit affirmed the district court’s decision.

1997 “Clarification” Letter from CDE

• Could not use these on any African American for any 
purpose (and others, see full letter on 
www.pause4kids.com/download Day 2 materials.
– Arthur Point Scale 
– Leiter International Performance Scale 
– Stanford-Binet
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– Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale 
– Merrill-Palmer Pre-School Performance Test 
– Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary
– Columbia mental Maturity Scale 
– Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
– WISC, WISC-R, WAIS, WPPSI
– Draw-A-Person 
– Raven Progressive Matrices
– Gessell Developmental Schedule 
– Slosson Intelligence Test
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LAUSD Position

• LAUSD has said in many cases 
“LASUD will not administer any 
IQ test to any student for any purpose” 
because of the Larry P. class action.
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• Ostensibly if the test is racially or culturally biased, it 
violates IDEA mandates.

• If this be the case, then what about all other test 
categories and what about all other minorities?  Why 
draw the line in the sand here?

Larry P. v Riles Class Action

http://www.pause4kids.org/download

Day 2 Material for complete copy of this letter
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IQ Tests and Remediation

• A Handbook of 
Interpretive Strategies and 
Remedial 
Recommendations
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by Charles L. Nicholson, 
Ph.D., Charles L. Alcorn, 
Ph.D., and Bradley T. 
Erford, Ph.D 

• www.wpspublish.com
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Dynamic vs Static 
Assessments

• A Static Assessment for example is a 
rigid IQ test given under standardized 
conditions that gives you a static number. 
Most psychologists only do this.

• A Dynamic Assessment may use the same IQ test but
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• A Dynamic Assessment may use the same IQ test, but 
may repeat a component after performing some 
mediated learning to see if the child can benefit or 
improve functioning with added skills. Few 
psychologists do this. 

• If so, this answers the question about the potential for 
the child to benefit from FIE or Medicated Learning 
Therapy.

• Learn More  http://dynamicassessment.com

Neuropsychology and IQ

• 34 CFG 300.304 (3) Assessments are selected and 
administered so as best to ensure that if an assessment is 
administered to a child with impaired sensory, manual, or 
speaking skills, the assessment results accurately reflect the 
child's aptitude or achievement level or whatever other 
factors the test purports to measure, rather than reflecting 
h hild' i i d l ki kill
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the child's impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills
(unless those skills are the factors that the test purports to 
measure).

• At best most IQ tests are a “floor” of intelligence because of 
these factors. A competent neuropsychologist can estimate IQ 
and conform to these limitations.

• At an IEP team meeting where a school psychologist attempts 
to equate intelligence with a hard IQ score, ask if he/she thinks 
the mandate of 300.304(3) is clearly met.

3 Academic Achievement

27
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Woodcock-Johnson III NU Tests of 
Achievement

• Ages 2 to 90+ years.
• The WJ III Tests of 

Achievement are divided 
into two batteries - the 
Standard and Extended. The 
Standard Battery includes 
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y
tests 1 through 12 that 
provide a broad set of 
scores. The 10 tests in the 
Extended Battery provide 
more in-depth diagnostic 
information on specific 
academic strengths and 
weaknesses. Many Textbooks on the WJ 

III at Amazon.com

WJ – III Testing Table (Download)

29

WJ – III Sample Report

30
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Wechsler Individual Achievement Test

• Word Reading: naming letters, phonological skills (working with sounds in words), and 
reading words aloud from lists. Only the accuracy of the pronunciation (not 
comprehension) is scored. 

• Pseudoword Decoding: reading nonsense words aloud from a list (phonetic word 
attack). 

• Reading Comprehension: matching words to pictures, reading sentences aloud, and 
orally answering oral questions about reading passages. Silent reading speed is also 
assessed. 

• Spelling: written spelling of dictated letters and sounds and words that are dictated and 
d i
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read in sentences. 
• Written Expression: writing letters and words as quickly as possible, writing sentences, 

and writing a paragraph or essay. 
• Numerical Operations: identifying and writing numbers, counting, and solving paper-

and-pencil computation examples with only a few items for each computational skill. 
• Math Reasoning: counting, identifying shapes, and solving verbally framed “word 

problems” presented both orally and in writing or with illustrations. Paper and pencil 
are allowed. 

• Listening Comprehension: multiple-choice matching of pictures to spoken words or 
sentences and replying with one word to a picture and a dictated clue. 

• Oral Expression: repeating sentences, generating lists of specific kinds of words, 
describing pictured scenes, and describing pictured activities. Content of answers is 
scored, but quality of spoken language is not for most items.

23 Reading

32

California Reading 
Initiative

• Misconception: Most 
children with reading 
difficulties will never learn 
to read well no matter what 
we do.
V lid d R h Th
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• Validated Research: The 
vast majority of students 
with reading difficulties can 
learn to read when given 
intensive instruction using 
research-validated 
practices Page 7.
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The Silver Bullet

34

Reading 101

1. Must see marks on paper and 
visualize a recognizable letter.

2. Assemble letters into written words.

3. Sound out words (phonemic awareness)
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3. Sound out words (phonemic awareness)

4. Move to left side of brain and pick out word that 
matches sound. (fluency)

5. Move to right side of brain and give word meaning 
in context of other words.

6. Remember what you just did (comprehension)

CTOPP – Phonemic 
Awareness (Chapter 24)
• The Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing 

(CTOPP) assesses phonological awareness, 
phonological memory, and rapid naming. Persons 
with deficits in one or more of these kinds of 
phonological processing abilities may have more
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phonological processing abilities may have more 
difficulty learning to read than those who do not.

• You can then set goals for Phonemic awareness based 
upon the CTOPP or any other standardized test the 
school might use.

• The Earobics software is a companion to this test. 
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Reading Fluency (Speed)

• Select 3 150 to 300 word passages in a grade level 
text. Make two copies, one for you one for the child.

• Read aloud in a grade level text for one minute.
• Number of words/Number of Seconds x 60 = Total 

words per minute.
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words per minute.
• 3 to 6th Grade Scoring

– Frustration < 70 WPM
– Instructional 70 -100 WPM
– Mastery > 100

• You can set a good reading goal for just fluency.
• Complete instructions are on the download page.

Reading Comprehension

• Ask the child to answer who, what, where, 
why and when questions about what they just 
read.

• Get some sense that the child had some
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• Get some sense that the child had some 
understanding of the underlying passage.

• Beyond this you will need a standardized 
measure of reading comprehension. 

Dolche Word List

• The Dolch Word List is a list of 220 frequently used 
words compiled by Edward William Dolch, PhD that 
cannot be sounded out because they do not follow 
decoding rules. They are usually learned in first and 
second grade.
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– 0-75 Pre Primer
– 76 -120 Primer
– 121-170 1st year
– 171-210 2nd year
– Above 210 3rd year

• A parent can check these off, and you can write good 
goals from this list.
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A More In Depth Reading Battery
• Phonemic Awareness (PA) (PA may 

also be tested in a Speech and 
Language evaluation)

– CTOPP
– TPAT
– TOPA
– LAC

• Phonics (Decoding)

• Vocabulary (Vocabulary may also be 
tested in a Speech and Language 
evaluation)

– TOLD - spoken language,  
vocabulary.

– PPVT- receptive vocabulary, verbal 
ability

– EVT - expressive vocabulary
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• Phonics (Decoding)
– WRMT - word attack & identification
– WIST - decoding, and spelling 

(encoding)
• Fluency

– DIBELS - phonological awareness, 
alphabetic understanding, and fluency

– RFI - fluency
– GORT - fluency & comph.
– TOWRE - accuracy, fluency, sight 

words

• Comprehension strategies
– Gates-MacGinitie - reading 

comprehension,  & vocabulary
– GRADE - reading comprehension
– GDRT - identification, phonetic, 

vocabulary, & reading meaning
– GORT-D - decode, comprehension
– GSRT- silent reading comprehension

Tie the Battery into Scientific 
Instruction – NOT JUST CDE List
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http://www.cde.ca.gov/PD/ca/ma/mardsbeprvdrread.asp

Tips

• The school will force the issue that they 
• have one of the “approved” methods off the CDE list.
• Find the publisher, and buy the manual that comes with 

the kit, and read it.
If th i thi i th l th t t i di t thi
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• If there is anything in the manual that contraindicates this 
method, use the manual to support your view.

• At the very least, make sure that the program is 
administered according to what the manual says to do.
– Minimum experience and training of the teacher.
– Assessment and placement of student in the program.
– Minimum number of minutes/day on the program.
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Chanda Smith v 
LAUSD

• Chanda Smith while attending 
Manual Arts High school failed tenth grade twice. She had 
never been evaluated for SpEd. In frustration her mother hired 
an attorney, and testing arranged by lawyers showed that 
Smith’s reading and math skills were at second- and third-
grade levels and that she could not interpret numbers well
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grade levels and that she could not interpret numbers well 
enough even to tell time.

• This was a class action based upon the fact that she sat 
with thousands of similar students in high school who 
could not read.

• This resulted in a 1995, 128 page consent decree where 
LASUD stipulated it was out of compliance with IDEA and 
was given five years to correct the situation.

26 Writing
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Writing Progression 
Grades 1-5

• Write the alphabet & basic words (K)
• Write simple sentences with proper 

punctuation, spelling and grammar for a purpose. (1st Grade)
• Assemble sentences into a paragraph with proper spelling, 

punctuation and grammar.
• Write one then two then three paragraph or more essays
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• Write one, then two then three paragraph or more essays 
organized into an introduction, body and conclusion.

• Refine stages of writing, brain storming, drafting, revising, 
editing and publishing.

• Expository, narrative and response to literature focused 
papers.

• Do research and support key ideas from various sources in a 
three or more paragraph essay. (5th Grade).
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17 Math

46

Math Tips

• My curriculum based checklists work well 
here in addition to standardized measures.

• The math component of a battery (WJ III) will 
generally tell where a child is in the curriculum.

• Look carefully at legibility. Many children get answers wrong 
by not lining up the columns well Consider using large box
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by not lining up the columns well. Consider using large box 
graph paper to help line up columns of numbers.

• First big challenge is multiplication tables “math facts” which 
can be waived if they become too much of a burden. 

• Math concepts are best taught with manipulatives, both tactile 
and visual. 

• Most important that student learns how to use concepts 
(functional math) by solving word problems. This is a 
challenge for children with autism.

• CAHSEE is about 7th to 8th grade level math. -

20 Occupational Therapy

48
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BOT-2: Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of 
Motor Proficiency, Second Edition

Ages 4-21
• Fine Motor Precision—7 items (e.g., cutting out a circle, connecting dots) 
• Fine Motor Integration—8 items (e.g., copying a star, copying a square) 
• Manual Dexterity—5 items (e.g., transferring pennies, sorting cards, 

stringing blocks) 
• Bilateral Coordination—7 items (e.g., tapping foot and finger, jumping 

jacks)
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jacks) 
• Balance—9 items (e.g., walking forward on a line, standing on one leg on 

a balance beam) 
• Running Speed and Agility—5 items (e.g., shuttle run, one-legged side 

hop) 
• Upper-Limb Coordination—7 items (e.g., throwing a ball at a target, 

catching a tossed ball) 
• Strength—5 items (e.g., standing long jump, sit-ups)

BOT Motor Score Summary
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TIP on OT

• It would be significant if scientific data 
could be accumulated showing the need 
for fine and gross motor remediation 
beyond just being able to accomplish tasks at school.
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• If the BO could be extended to show the 
consequences of impairment upon adult life skills, 
including employment and activities of daily living, it 
would support the provision of services well beyond 
what schools normally offer. 
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Start with Checklist
1. Duplicate and use this Sensory Processing and Motor Control checklist

2. This is not standardized. Just look for an excessive number of responses.

3. Then refer for formal evaluation. 
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Formal Evaluation

• Usually done by an Occupational 
Therapist!

• The Sensory Integration and 
Praxis Tests (SIPT) by A. Jean 
Ayres, Ph.D. is the most valuable, 
h h b d d d 8 11
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however the age based norms do not extend past age 8-11.
• Alternatively, Sensory Profile School Companion Winnie 

Dunn, Ph.D, OTR, FAOTA 
• or the Sensory Integration Inventory Revised for Individuals 

with Developmental Disabilities by Judith Reisman, Ph.D., 
OTR and Bonnie Hanschu, OTR

24 Speech and Language 1

54
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24 Speech and Language 2

55

CELF-4

56

The Five Components of Language 
1)Phonology 

• The smallest significant units of sound are phonemes. 
Phonemes are then combined into words. The word "goes" 
has three phonemes (g) (oh) (zzz).  Some measures of 
Phonology are the following. 
– The Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (Goldman & Fristoe, 1986) 
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– Arizona Aritculation Proficiency Scale (2nd ed) (Fudala & Reynolds, 
1986) 

– Photo Articulation Test (Pendergast, Dickey, Selmar, & Soder, 1984) 
– Templin-Darley Tests of Articulation (2nd ed.) (Templin & Darley, 

1969) 
– The Auditory Discrimination Test (Wepman & Reynolds, 1986) 
– The Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcick Test of Auditory Discrimination 

(Goldman, Fristore, & Woodcock, 1970) 
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2) Morphology

• Morphology studies how phonemes are put 
together to make meaning. The word 
“displacement” has three morphemes (dis) 
(place) (ment)
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(place) (ment).

• Morphology and Syntax are commonly 
tested together with one exception. 
– Test for Examining Expressive Morphology 

(Shipley, Stone, & Sue, 1983) 

3) Syntax

• Syntax involves the relational meaning of 
language, or how words are put together to make 
acceptable phrases, clauses and sentences. Measures 
of both Morphology and Syntax are the following. 
– Carrow Elicited Language Inventory (Carrow- Woolfolk, 

1974)
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1974) 
– Developmental Sentence Analysis (Lee, 1974) 
– Language Sampling, Analysis and Training (rev. ed.) 

(Tyack & Gottsleben, 1977) 
– Northwestern Syntax Screening test (Lee, 1971) 
– Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language-Revised 

(Carrow-Woolfolk, 1985) 

800 Word Vocabulary 
List for PreSchool

• For a pre-school program for a 
child with language delays, none of 
the SL tests are really valuable to use to set goals.  

• Most of them just set age equivalent scores.
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• I use the 800 word list to keep on top of vocabulary 
building.

• Then progress to a goal of using two, three and 
four word sentences, (expressive)

• And following one, two step instructions (receptive)
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4) Semantics

• Semantics refers to the meaning of individual words 
and of word relationships in messages.  In a rough 
sense, semantics is a measure of vocabulary or an 
estimate of the number of words known by the 
student both expressive and receptive
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student both expressive and receptive.
– The Expressive Vocabulary Test (EVT) 
– The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
– Boehm Test of Basic Concepts- Preschool Edition (Boehm, 

1986a) 
– Boehm Test of Basic Concepts-Revised (Boehm 1986b) 
– Environmental Language Inventory (MacDonald, 1978)

5) Pragmatics

• Pragmatics refers to the use of language within the 
communicative context. 

• It is possible to have all the necessary skills in phonology, 
morphology, syntax and semantics and yet still have difficulty 
communicating with others. 
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• This is especially true with children who are diagnosed with 
autism or Asperger’s disorder. 

• Pragmatic communication lies outside the focus of 
conventional language tests, which typically assess structural 
aspects of language performance; therefore, there is a need for 
more wide-ranging assessment tools which take into account 
the context in which language occurs.

After PreSchool

• Reading, writing, speaking and 
listening academic standards
will move forward from basic communication.

• Pragmatic communication then becomes the big 
issue.
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• Pg 27 of California English Language Arts 
Content Standards for Speaking and Listening (5th

Grade Example) 
– 1.2 Interpret a speaker's verbal and nonverbal 

messages, purposes, and perspectives 
– 1.6 Engage the audience with appropriate verbal cues, 

facial expressions, and gestures 
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Pragmatics – Prutting 
and Kirchner

Verbal aspects
A. Speech acts

1. Speech act pair analysis
2. Variety of speech acts

B. Topic
3. Selection
4. Introduction
5 Maintenance

D. Lexical selection/use across speech acts
16.Specificity/accuracy
17.Cohesion

E. Stylistic variations
18.The varying of communicative style

Paralinguistic aspects
F. Intelligibility and prosodies

19.Intelligibility
20.Vocal intensity
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5. Maintenance
6. Change

C. Turn taking
7.Initiation
8.Response
9. Repair/Revision
10.Pause Time
11.Interrution/overlap
12.Feedback to speakers
13.Adjacency
14.Contingency
15.Quantity/conciseness

21.Vocal quality
22.Prosody (metrical structure of verse) 
23. Fluency

Nonverbal aspects
24. Kinesics (non linguestic body movements) 
and proxemics (spatial distance)
25.Physical proximity
26. Physical contacts

Body posture
27.Foot/leg and hand/arm movements
28.Gestures
29.Facial Expression
30. Eye gaze

11 Emotional Disturbance
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4 Anxiety and Depression
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Connors Rating Scales in Chapter 6 also rates 
anxiety and depression. We will discuss this shortly.
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MMPI-A Ages 14-18

• 7 Validity Scales
• 10 Clinical Scales 

(Same as Adults)
• 31 Clinical Subscales
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• 15 Content Scales
• 31 Content Component 

Subscales
• 11 Supplementary 

Scales
• Various Special Indices

19 Neuropsychology
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Neuropsychology

• This is a subspecialty within psychology 
which focuses on brain behavior relationships. 

• A neuropsychologist has specialized training in using tests or a 
battery of tests to measure a variety of brain functions.

• Their tools exceed the abilities of clinical examination by a 
physician to detect organicity
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physician to detect organicity.
• This field developed before brain imaging technologies and 

they were used to assist neurosurgeons identify the location of 
a lesion before surgery.

• After development of sophisticated brain imaging technology, 
this function was no longer needed.

• This is probably the most knowledgeable profession to 
pursue cognitive restoration strategies, or understand a 
matrix of scientifically based methods of instruction if they 
would focus their efforts toward this.
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Reitan-Indiana 
Neuropsychological 

Test Battery for

70

Test Battery for 
Young Children

5-8 Years
$2,490 

http://www.reitanlabs.com
Older children 9-14 $2,375

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological 
Battery Children's Revision (LNNB-C)  

• Age 8 to 12 Years.
• Clinical Scales

– Motor Functions 
– Rhythm 
– Tactile Functions 

• Summary Scales
– Pathognomonic 
– Left Sensorimotor 
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– Visual Functions 
– Receptive Speech 
– Expressive Speech 
– Writing 
– Reading 
– Arithmetic 
– Memory 
– Intellectual Processes

– Right Sensorimotor 

• Optional Scales
– Spelling 
– Motor Writing

Muriel D. Lezak 
Hypothesis Testing (4th Ed)
• Many UCLA NPI students are taught this 

method.
• Neuropsychologists are not confined to a rigid, 

pre-determined battery.
• Instead they use a number of tools and instruments to cross 
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y
correlate findings to prove their hypothesis.

• The first eight chapters present the knowledge base for 
understanding the principles and practice of patient-oriented, 
hypothesis-testing neuropsychological assessment. 

• The last 12 chapters review nearly all tests and assessment 
techniques discussed in previous editions plus many new ones 
and recent revisions of older tests.. 
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6 ADHD

73

Daniel Amen M.D.
Another Rant!
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Continuous Performance 
Tests

• Test of Variables of Attention (TOVA), 
a computerized Continual Performance 
Test (CPT) used to help identify factors 
related to problems with attention and 
impulsivity

75

impulsivity.
• Ages 6 – 70
• The TOVA is a 22 minute test that helps 

determine how well one can focus on a 
simple task that requires constant 
attention. The test is done in both a visual 
version as well as an auditory version. 

Target

Non-Target
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T.O.V.A. Results

• Variability- the evenness of a person's response 
• Response Time- how fast the person responds 
• Errors of Commission-a measure of impulsivity 
• Errors of Omission -a measure of inattentiveness 
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• Anticipatory Errors (pushing the button before you 
see the target) measure problems with holding back 
as required, versus "jumping the gun." 

• Post commission response time (do you slow down 
or speed up after errors) 

• www.tovatest.com

Conners CPT

• 14 minute administration age 6 or older
• CPT II respondents are required to press the space bar 

or click the mouse whenever any letter except the 
letter ‘X’ appears on the computer screen. The inter-
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stimulus intervals (ISIs) are 1, 2 and 4 seconds with a 
display time of 250 milliseconds. 

• Response Times - Overall Hit Reaction Time (HRT), 
Overall HRT Standard Error (SE), Variability, HRT 
by Block, HRT SE by Block, HRT by ISI, HRT SE 
by ISI 

Conners

• Teacher Rating Forms

• Parent Rating Forms

• Self Report Forms
– It is a favorable approach to collect data directly from the
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It is a favorable approach to collect data directly from the 
child. This is one of the few tools that does.

• It is a favorable approach to also collect data from 
multiple informants and caregivers.
– It is always interesting to see if different people rate the 

child differently. You can hypothesize behavioral strategies 
and more from this.
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Key Areas Measured

• Hyperactivity 
• Impulsivity 
• Executive Functioning 
• Learning Problems 
• Aggression

• DSM-IV-TR Symptoms: ADHD 
Hyperactive/Impulsive 

• DSM-IV-TR Symptoms: ADHD 
Inattentive 

• DSM-IV-TR Symptoms: ADHD 
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• Aggression 
• Peer Relations 
• Family Relations 
• Inattention
• Schoolwork/Grades 
• Friendships/Relationships 
• Home Life 

y p
Combined 

• DSM-IV-TR Symptoms: 
Oppositional Defiant Disorder 

• DSM-IV-TR Symptoms: 
Conduct Disorder 

• Anxiety 
• Depression (Bipolar?)

25 Visual Processing

80

Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test 
(Bender-Gestalt II) 

81
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7 Auditory Processing

82

VCOE – Auditory Processing

83

8 Autism

84
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Childhood Autism Rating 
Scale (CARS)

• Age 2 above.
• Developed over a 15 year period, with 

more than 1,500 cases, CARS includes 
items drawn from five prominent systems for 
diagnosing autism Each item covers a particular

85

diagnosing autism. Each item covers a particular 
characteristic, ability, or behavior. After observing 
the child and examining relevant information from 
parent reports and other records, the examiner rates 
the child on each item. Using a 7 point scale, he or 
she indicates the degree to which the child’s behavior 
deviates from that of a normal child of the same age. 

Gilliam Asperger's 
Disorder Scale (GADS) 
• The GADS is a norm-referenced 

assessment designed to evaluate 
individuals with unique behavior 
problems who may have Asperger's Disorder. 

• Appropriate for individuals aged 3 to 22, the instrument 
provides the documentation about the essential behavior 
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p
characteristics of Asperger's Disorder necessary for diagnosis. 

• The 32 clearly stated items describe specific, observable, and 
measurable behaviors and are divided into four subscales:
– Social Interaction
– Restricted Patterns of Behavior
– Cognitive Patterns
– Pragmatic Skills

18 Mental Retardation

87
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DSM-IV Criteria

• According to the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, Fourth Edition 
(DSM-IV), Mental retardation (MR) is 
characterized “by significantly subaverage 
i t ll t l f ti i ( IQ f i t l 70
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intellectual functioning (an IQ of approximately 70 
or below) with onset before age 18 years and 
concurrent deficits or impairments in adaptive 
functioning” (American Psychiatric Association, 
1994, p. 37).

• The IQ is typically evaluated using any of the IQ 
measures in Chapter 15 “Intelligence”

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, 
Second Edition (Vineland-II)
• Survey Interview Form provides a targeted assessment of adaptive behavior. You 

administer the survey to a parent or caregiver using a semistructured interview 
format. This approach gathers more indepth information with its open-ended 
questions and promotes rapport between the interviewer and respondent. 

• Parent/Caregiver Rating Form covers the same content as the Survey Interview, 
but uses a rating scale format. This alternative approach works when time or 
access is limited. The Parent/Caregiver Rating Form is also a valuable tool for 
progress monitoring. Use the Survey Interview Form on the initial assessment and 
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p g g y
track progress by using the Parent/Caregiver Rating Form. 

• Expanded Interview Form provides an in-depth alternative to the Survey 
Interview form with more items. Particularly suitable for ages 0 to 5 or to help 
facilitate detailed program planning for low functioning individuals. 

• Teacher Rating Form assesses adaptive behavior for students in school, preschool, 
or a structured day care setting. This form uses a questionnaire format completed by 
the teacher or day care provider. The Teacher Rating Form contains the same 
Domains as the Survey Forms but covers content that a teacher would observe in a 
classroom setting. Targeted and comprehensive, the form lets you evaluate a 
student's functioning in a single domain or any combination of domains. An 
adaptive Behavior Composite score is provided when all four domains are 
administered 

Vineland - II Domains

90
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16 Learning Disabilities

91

California Point Spread Method

• A Severe Discrepancy between ability and 
achievement defined as one and a half standard 
deviations, less the standard error of measurement, 
AND a processing deficit.

• You can measure processing with the Auditory
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• You can measure processing with the Auditory, 
Visual or ADD tools in these chapters.

• (22.5 minus 4) or a point spread of 18.5 points.
• This has been replaced by a failure to respond to 

intervention model or RTI.
• It is not clear how this is going to be evaluated.

Questions About Point Spread?

• What part of the IQ measure do you use since 
they can be impaired by physical causes?
– Verbal
– Performance

93

– FSIQ

• What part of a standard achievement test do 
you use?
– The Broad measure?
– A smaller subtest?
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9 Behavior Disorders

94

The Hughes Bill

• The “gold standard” for a behavior 
intervention is a Functional Assessment of 
Behavior and a Positive Behavior 
Intervention Plan.

• In 1990, the California Legislature enacted Assembly Bill 
2586 (H h ) Thi bill d i ll i i
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2586 (Hughes). This bill, and especially its accompanying 
regulations at Title 5, California Code of Regulations (5 
C.C.R.) Sections 3001 and 3052 have substantially changed 
the way school districts must serve special education students 
with serious behavior problems.

• See www.pause4kids.org/download Day 2 for a copy. We will 
discuss on Day 2.

Social Skills Rating 
System (SSRS)

Children ages 3 to 18. Three rating forms for 
home, school and community. It was 
standardized on a national sample of more than 4,000 
students, and it provides separate norms for boys and girls, 
and for elementary students with and without disabilities. 
(The Student Self Report Questionnaire is available for
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• Social Skills Scale
– Cooperation

– Assertion

– Responsibility

– Empathy

– Self-Control

• Problem Behaviors 
Scale
– Externalizing Problems

– Internalizing Problems

– Hyperactivity

(The Student Self-Report Questionnaire is available for 
grades 3 through 12 only.) 
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21 Personality

97

CAT - TAT

• Ambiguous 
situations - Ask 

• “What let up to 
this what this this
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this, what this this 
person feeling and 
thinking, and how 
does it end up?”

CAT and Asperger’s

• Anecdotally I have seen summaries of 
responses of children with asperger who were 
unable to formulate any kind of story. 

• They report parts only “there is a man and a
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• They report parts only “there is a man, and a 
woman, and a table….” 

• This is also good to see what is going on at 
home (cards with animals sitting at table “there 
is not enough food”)
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22 Psychological

100

Exner Scored Rorschach

• Very difficult to learn 
scoring and interpretation.

• Minimal value without 
Exner Comprehensive 
S

101

System
• Norms down to age 6
• Depression Index
• Schizophrenia Index (M)
• John Exner died in 2006 

no one has yet to fill his 
shoes.

The Classroom 
Observation

102

Or See Appendix B
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Benjamin G. v. SEHO, Long Beach 
USD. (2005) 2005 Cal.App.LEXIS 

1999

• The parents made two requests that 
the District that their expert be permitted to observe 
the proposed special day classroom. The District 
denied these requests.

• If the district’s assessment included a classroom 
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observation, or if the district’s assessment procedures 
permit an in-class observation of a student, then an 
equivalent opportunity must be provided to the 
independent educational assessor. This provision is 
applicable to a student’s current educational 
placement and any educational placement and setting 
proposed by the district.

The IEE at Public 
Expense

34 CFR 300.502 (b) Parent right to evaluation 
at public expense. 

• (1) A parent has the right to an independent 
educational evaluation at public expense if the parent 
disagrees with an evaluation obtained by the public 
agency, subject to the conditions in paragraphs (b)(2) through 
(4) of this section. 
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( )
• (2) If a parent requests an independent educational evaluation 

at public expense, the public agency must, without 
unnecessary delay, either–
– (i) File a due process complaint to request a hearing to 

show that its evaluation is appropriate; or 
– (ii) Ensure that an independent educational evaluation is 

provided at public expense, unless the agency demonstrates 
in a hearing pursuant to Sec. Sec. 300.507 through 300.513 
that the evaluation obtained by the parent did not meet 
agency criteria. 

What is Appropriate?

• Essentially the easiest criteria is to show a violation 
of any statute or regulation governing assessments.

• 300.304 (b)(1) Use a variety of assessment tools and 
strategies
(2) N i l h
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• (2) Not use any single measure or assessment as the 
sole criterion for determining whether a child is a child 
with a disability and for determining an appropriate 
educational program for the child; and

• (3) Use technically sound instruments that may 
assess the relative contribution of cognitive and 
behavioral factors, in addition to physical or 
developmental factors.
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300.304(c)(1) More…..

300.304(c) Other evaluation procedures. Each public agency must ensure that-
• (1) Assessments and other evaluation materials used to assess a child 

under this part--
– (i) Are selected and administered so as not to be discriminatory on a 

racial or cultural basis; 
– (ii) Are provided and administered in the child's native language or 

other mode of communication and in the form most likely to yield
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other mode of communication and in the form most likely to yield 
accurate information on what the child knows and can do 
academically, developmentally, and functionally, unless it is clearly not 
feasible to so provide or administer;

– (iii) Are used for the purposes for which the assessments or 
measures are valid and reliable;

– (iv) Are administered by trained and knowledgeable personnel; and
– (v) Are administered in accordance with any instructions provided 

by the producer of the assessments.

300.304(2-4) More…..

• 300.304(2) Assessments and other evaluation materials 
include those tailored to assess specific areas of educational 
need and not merely those that are designed to provide a single 
general intelligence quotient.

• (3) Assessments are selected and administered so as best to 
ensure that if an assessment is administered to a child with 
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impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills, the 
assessment results accurately reflect the child's aptitude or 
achievement level or whatever other factors the test purports 
to measure, rather than reflecting the child's impaired 
sensory, manual, or speaking skills (unless those skills are 
the factors that the test purports to measure).

• (4) The child is assessed in all areas related to the suspected 
disability, including, if appropriate, health, vision, hearing, 
social and emotional status, general intelligence, academic 
performance, communicative status, and motor abilities;

300.304(6-7) More…..

• (6) In evaluating each child with a disability under 
Sec. Sec. 300.304 through 300.306, the evaluation is 
sufficiently comprehensive to identify all of the 
child's special education and related services 
needs whether or not commonly linked to the
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needs, whether or not commonly linked to the 
disability category in which the child has been 
classified.

• (7) Assessment tools and strategies that provide 
relevant information that directly assists persons 
in determining the educational needs of the child 
are provided.
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Student v Moorpark Unified School 
District California SEHO 98-1021

• All issues settled before hearing except for about a $1000 bill 
for Dr. Kerr, a psychologist in Simi Valley.

• Child had a behavior problem at school, and school did not do 
a Hughes Bill FAA, which was what Dr. Kerr did, among 
other things.
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• Hearing Officer found that child was not assessed in all areas, 
and according to requirements for an FAA and found SD 
assessment was thus not appropriate.

• Bill was ordered to be paid. Attorney fees at this point were in 
excess of $50,000.

• Statutes and excerpts from this case are on download site.


